Specific – WHO? WHAT?
The CMU ASCE student chapter will introduce more career and networking workshops/events throughout the school year for the next three years.

Measurement/Assessment – HOW?
A technology and media workshop has been arranged in the fall semester to prepare students for career fairs. Monthly mentor/mentee events in the Civil Engineering department will be scheduled to increase the opportunities for students to network with one another. Feedback forms will be provided at each event and will help the board arrange future events starting in the fall of 2015 and continuing through 2018.

Attainable/Achieve – REASONABLE?
Student feedback forms will be reviewed by at least three CMU student chapter volunteers and feedback will be provided within a month of their review to the CMU student chapter leadership.

Relevant – EXPECTED RESULT?
The students will have more opportunities and knowledge when attending career fairs. The students will also be better prepared to transition into everyday work life as a civil engineer because of the knowledge obtained from these educational events.

Timed – WHEN?
Career workshops will be scheduled around the major career fairs (TOC, Civil Career Fairs). Mentor/Mentee workshops will be scheduled monthly starting in the fall semester 2015 and continuing through the spring semester 2018.